AFM observations of phase transitions in molecularly thin films of a three-ring bent-core compound.
Submonolayer thin films of a three-ring bent-core (or banana-shaped) compound, m-bis(4-n-octyloxystyryl)benzene (m-OSB), were vacuum-deposited on a mica surface, and a spontaneous transition from monolayer films to bilayer crystals was observed at room temperature, which was ascribed to the specific molecular shape and polar layered packing of the bent-core molecules [Tang et al. J. Phys. Chem. B 2004, 108 (34), 12921-12926]. The crystal nucleation and growth from the monolayer films as well as the melting phase transition from the bilayer crystals were investigated using atomic force microscopy (AFM). It was shown that after initial nucleation, the crystal growth was achieved through three pathways: direct absorption of molecules from monolayer films, molecular cluster diffusion, and quasi-Ostwald ripening. When annealing the bilayer crystals at elevated temperatures, morphological change from a bilayer to a monolayer was observed, and some new islands with fingerlike patterns were formed during this process, which resulted from a diffusion-controlled growth of the molten molecules. In general, the high-resolution AFM in combination with the molecularly thin m-OSB films provided us with direct visualization of nucleation, crystal growth, melting, and film morphology evolution on the mesoscopic scale, which are of fundamental interest from the theoretical viewpoint and are of central importance for the control of interfacial properties in practical applications.